Designing a radiotherapy treatment plan (RTP) for lung and abdominal cancer is challenging due to the motion of the abdominal-thoracic region.^[@bib1]^ An appropriate RTP should deliver the prescribed dose to the target and minimize dose to radiosensitive healthy structures. Unlike conventional free breathing scans where generic margins are added, 4-dimensional (4D) images provide information on individual tumor motion, which can be used to generate a more personalized RTP.^[@bib2]^

Strategies have been proposed to manage abdominal-thoracic motion, such as breath-hold or gated treatment.^[@bib1]^ Yet these approaches are suboptimal because they can be challenging for patients with primary lung malignancies or can lengthen treatment time. Motion information from image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) is used to improve treatment delivery.^[@bib3]^

Several imaging modalities can be used for IGRT, such as orthogonal kilovolt imaging, cone-beam computed tomography or, with the advent of hybrid MR-IGRT systems,^[@bib4]--[@bib8]^ magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Compared with cone-beam computed tomography, MRI exhibits improved soft tissue contrast, is a nonionizing modality, and offers a range of clinically relevant contrasts.^[@bib9]^ However, MRI is limited by intrinsic spatial uncertainty,^[@bib10]^ and there is no direct relationship between electron density and the MRI signal, whereas a knowledge of electron density is required for dose calculations.^[@bib11]^

In this manuscript, 4D MRI is defined as a time series of 3-dimensional (3D) MRI scan volumes, where each volume corresponds to a different time point in the respiratory cycle. In current clinical practice, 4D MRI could be used to inform an RTP by providing additional information, such as improved soft tissue contrast, absent in 4D CT.^[@bib9]^ In the near future, 4D MRI might be acquired on hybrid MR-IGRT systems to provide information to support RTP adaptation with improved setup and beam guidance.^[@bib5]^ Thus, there is a great need for robust methods for generating 4D MRI.

Previous work to produce 4D MRI can be loosely split into dynamic slice-selective 2-dimensional (2D) and volumetric 3D acquisition schemes. Two-dimensional MRI can be prospectively acquired at specific respiratory phases by triggering acquisition with the aid of a synchronized respiratory signal. A complete 4D MRI volume is then constructed by continuously measuring slices at all required planes and respiratory phases.^[@bib12]^ However, triggering delays have been reported, where triggering of the current phase is ignored due to continuing measurement of the preceding phase, which can result in a long acquisition time.^[@bib13]^

Alternatively, 4D MRI can be constructed retrospectively by sorting measured slices with the aid of a respiratory signal. Both external and internal respiratory signals have been utilized. Among others, the center of k-space (self-gating),^[@bib14],[@bib15]^ body area,^[@bib16]^ and diaphragm position^[@bib17]--[@bib19]^ have been used as internal respiratory signals. External respiratory signals are typically acquired using a breathing belt,^[@bib20]--[@bib23]^ but clock drifts or poor respiratory correlation have been reported.^[@bib18],[@bib24]^ Most commonly, the amplitude or phase of the respiratory signal has been applied to sort slices into bins of respiratory phase. Retrospective schemes suffer from data incompleteness artifacts, where a slice was not acquired in all respiratory phases, but can be mitigated by prolonged image acquisition.^[@bib18],[@bib20]^

Four-dimensional MRI constructed from aggregated and sorted 2D MRI often exhibits staircase artifacts, due to highly nonisotropic voxel sizes, and low temporal resolution, because of a limited acquisition time and possible through-plane geometrical distortion, since scanner software typically only corrects in-plane distortion. This last point has been addressed by some authors who have reported application of an offline 3D distortion correction to 2D MRI.^[@bib18]^

Three-dimensional acquisition schemes do not have the limitations of 2D acquisition schemes and resulting 4D MRI could be of higher quality. Yet translating methods used in 2D acquisition schemes^[@bib12],[@bib13],[@bib16],[@bib18],[@bib20],[@bib25]^ to 3D acquisition schemes is challenging because dynamic 3D MRI cannot typically be acquired with sufficient spatiotemporal resolution. However, good-quality 4D MRI has been obtained using advanced offline-reconstructions of highly undersampled data acquired using 3D non-Cartesian sequences.^[@bib15],[@bib26]--[@bib29]^

Alternatively, 4D MRI can be generated by applying a motion model to a reference volume.^[@bib30]^ Blackall et al^[@bib31]^ obtained 4D MRI by applying a single-parameter motion model, with motion vector fields (MVFs) extracted from intraoperative ultrasound images, to static MRI. In likewise methods, McClelland et al^[@bib32]^ developed a temporal-fitting motion model for CT, which was based on performing deformable image registration between reference and free breathing volumes; Marx et al^[@bib33]^ generated 4D CT by applying the motion information from 4D MRI to 3D CT. Recently, Stemkens et al^[@bib34]^ proposed a motion model to generate real-time 4D MRI, where a set of MVFs were obtained based on dynamic 2D MRI and a reference volume.

To our knowledge, no method or motion model has been applied to generate 4D-T2w MRI from data measured with a 3D acquisition scheme. This might be because it is difficult to acquire dynamic 3D-T2w MRI, due to the long echo and repetition time required to achieve T2w contrast. Obtaining T2w MRI for lung RTP and guidance is important because T2w MRI is sensitive to both lung infiltrates and lesions with fluid content.^[@bib35]^ Furthermore, T2w MRI enables an improved visualization of both mobile organs at risk (OARs) and tumor sites when compared with T1-weighted (T1w) MRI for cases such as esophageal cancer.^[@bib36]^

In this study, we (1) introduce the MVF projection (MVFP) method, which provides a workflow to generate 4D-T2w MRI by applying the motion information from a 4D-T1w volume to a 3D-T2w volume; (2) verify calculated 4D-T2w MRI by comparing diaphragm positions, anatomical landmarks, and volumetric image similarity in generated 4D-T2w MRI to 4D-T1w MRI; and (3) discuss examples where 4D-T2w MRI more clearly shows tumor position, structure, and extent when compared with 4D-T1w MRI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Data Acquisition
----------------

Ten patients with non--small cell lung cancer (6 female, 4 male; aged, 63--86 years; 5 squamous cell carcinoma and 5 adenocarcinoma) were scanned with an axial 3D-T1w stack-of-stars spoiled gradient echo sequence in free breathing with golden angle spacing^[@bib37],[@bib38]^ and an axial 3D-T2w turbo spin echo sequence^[@bib39]^ with respiratory gating to exhalation at 1.5 T (MAGNETOM Aera; Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). Axial orientation was chosen to facilitate delineation for the purpose of RTP. The T2w sequence was gated to exhalation using a liver dome navigator.^[@bib40]^ The T1w sequence utilized a radial encoding scheme in the readout plane and a Cartesian slice encoding scheme. Each consecutive radial plane was obtained after rotating by the golden angle (θ ≈ 111.25 degrees).^[@bib38]^

A range of sequence parameters were used due to variation in patient habitus. Initially, a relatively high bandwidth (1085 Hz) was selected (patients 1 to 6) but was later found to be suboptimal regarding image quality of reconstructed 4D-T1w MRI. After protocol optimization, a lower bandwidth (630 Hz) was used (patients 7 to 10), which resulted in an incremental improvement in image quality of 4D-T1w MRI and also enabled a smaller voxel size. Detailed acquisition parameters are listed in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Acquisition Parameters of the T1w and T2w Sequences

![](rli-52-563-g001)

Reconstruction of T1w Data
--------------------------

The acquired data were retrospectively reconstructed using the 4D joint motion-compensated high-dimensional total variation (4D joint MoCo-HDTV) algorithm.^[@bib15]^ Before reconstruction, an adaptive gradient-delay compensation was applied to the raw data, so that artifacts associated with inaccuracies in the timing of gradients were reduced.^[@bib41]^ Afterward, the raw data were sorted into 20 overlapping respiratory phases based on the amplitude of the self-gating respiratory surrogate signal. The self-gating signal was extracted from the magnitude of the 9 central k-space points on each radial spoke that passed through the k-space center. Weightings of the HDTV operator were optimized by reducing temporal regularisation such that the images remained clear from undersampling artifacts while avoiding over-regularization of true motion. Subsequently, an offline gradient nonlinearity distortion correction was applied to each respiratory phase of the reconstructed 4D-T1w volume, using a spherical harmonics deconvolution method.^[@bib42],[@bib43]^

Overview of the MVF Projection Method
-------------------------------------

The MVFP method generates 4D-T2w MRI by extracting motion information from 4D-T1w MRI and applying it, using a chain method, to 3D-T2w MRI. An overview of the MVFP method is displayed in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![A visual overview of the motion vector field projection method. Note that the green, red, and yellow arrows in step 4 display the motion vector fields corresponding to the shown axial, coronal, and sagittal planes. Dashed white lines aid visualization of the diaphragm position on T1w and T2w MRI.](rli-52-563-g002){#F1}

Calculation and Application of MVFs
-----------------------------------

A one-dimensional signal describing image similarity was obtained by calculating the normalized mutual information (NMI)^[@bib44]^ (calculated in-plane and averaged over all slices) between the 3D-T2w volume and each respiratory phase j contained in the 4D-T1w volume; where *j* ∈ N (total number) respiratory phases. The respiratory phase *i* of the 3D-T2w volume was set equal to the respiratory phase *j* that corresponded to the signal maximum. In this way, a tie-phase was established between the 4D-T1w and 3D-T2w volumes.

Motion vector fields between the respiratory phases *i* and *j* of the reconstructed volumes (*T*1~*i*~, *T*1~*j*~) were calculated by deformable image registration. A b-spline GPU accelerated implementation of NiftyReg^[@bib45],[@bib46]^ was used to calculate all deformable image registrations.

A chain method, similar to that proposed by Boldea et al,^[@bib47]^ was developed where the 3D-T1w volume at the n^th^ phase ![](rli-52-563-i001.jpg) was obtained by sequentially applying a number of smaller deformations that are linked together at calculated chain-point phases, to the tie-phase (*T*1~*i*~). The chain method enables a balance between errors resulting from large deformations and concatenation of sequential deformations. An overview of the chain method can be found in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

![A, Displays the image similarity signal with the tie-point phase (red square) and chain-point phases (blue circles). The values (horizontal solid lines) of the fractions of the signal range, used to calculate the chain-point phases, are shown. B, The volumes corresponding to the chain-point phases are determined by sequentially warping the tie-phase with the required motion vector fields. The chain-point phases are used as a starting point to generate any arbitrary phase. For instance, the m^th^ phase is calculated with 2 deformations (tie-phase → chain-point 1; chain-point 1 → m^th^ phase) and the n^th^ phase requires 3 deformations (tie-phase → chain-point 1; chain-point 1 → chain-point 2; chain-point 2 → n^th^ phase).](rli-52-563-g003){#F2}

The chain-point phases were calculated based on fractions of the calculated image similarity signal range. This is possible because the image similarity signal indirectly corresponds to the deformation size between phases. The chain-point phases corresponding to inspiration were set equal to those of expiration, which is feasible because of the symmetry present in the respiratory pattern. A maximum of 3 deformations were chosen, and phases closest to 33% and 67% of the signal range were set as chain-points.

The parameters of NiftyReg were optimized by comparing the estimated (*T*1′) and reconstructed (*T*1) 4D-T1w volumes. The root mean square error (RMSE), dice coefficient (averaged over all respiratory phases), and visual image quality were analyzed as metrics. An NMI cost function with number of levels performed = 3, control point spacing = 3 mm, bending energy weighting = 0, Jacobian penalty weighting = 0, and maximum iterations = 500 was best able to reproduce the reconstructed 4D-T1w volume (dice \> 0.965, RMSE \< 5%, good qualitative agreement).

The 3D-T2w volume was registered and then interpolated to the matrix size of the 4D-T1w tie-phase. Calculated 4D-T2w MRI is then obtained by applying the calculated MVFs, using the chain method, to the registered and interpolated 3D-T2w volume.

All calculations were undertaken on an Intel Xeon E5-1660 processor with 8 cores at 3 GHz and 64 GB of memory.

Verification of the 4D-T2w Volumes
----------------------------------

The calculated 4D-T2w volumes were verified against their corresponding 4D-T1w volumes. Using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA), a semiautomated edge-detection method was developed and used to verify the diaphragm positions, a radiation oncologist manually delineated control points for comparison of anatomical positions and the NMI was calculated to assess volumetric image similarity. For each metric, the differences between 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI were compared with those between 4D-T1w and 3D-T2w MRI.

In the edge-detection method, the user manually places a rectangular 2D region of interest (ROI) over the right hemidiaphragm surface, orientated along the superior-inferior (SI) direction, on a coronal or sagittal slice. Along the SI dimension, the ROI should be sufficiently large to encompass expected respiratory motion (approximately 2−3 cm) and narrow in the medial-lateral dimension such that the bounded diaphragm surface is approximately flat. For consistency, an ROI was placed on the coronal slice that exhibited both the aortic arch and the descending aorta.

Intensity was measured along all SI lines within the 2D ROI. For each SI line, the diaphragm position was calculated by fitting a Gaussian to the derivative of the measured line intensity. To increase robustness, a ramp function was used. Outliers in diaphragm position across all SI lines were removed based on the interquartile range of the detected diaphragm positions. The diaphragm position was chosen as the mean of the remaining diaphragm positions within the 2D ROI and the standard deviation corresponds to the diaphragm width.

Using an in-house developed delineation toolkit, the radiation oncologist (6 years experience) identified 5 anatomical control points (1 static and 4 mobile) in even respiratory phases in both 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI:

1.  Posterior spinal canal at the superior aspect of T4.

2.  Inferior point of the carina.

3.  Bifurcation of the right middle and lower lobe bronchus.

4.  Bifurcation of the left main bronchus and left upper lobe bronchus.

5.  Right costophrenic angle.

The right costophrenic angle was delineated on coronal images, with the coronal slice chosen to correspond with the level of the bifurcation of the right upper and middle lobe bronchus. The delineation toolkit offered coronal, sagittal, and axial views and delineation could be performed on either of them. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of control point delineation for patient 8. These particular control points were chosen because they are visible in both 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI, as well as being reproducible across patient sets. To assess spatial coherence between landmarks, Euclidean distances were calculated between pairs of delineated points in both 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI.

![An example of control point delineation for patient 8 on a snapshot image of 4D-T1w MRI. The control points (red circles) are contained within dashed red boxes to assist visualization. The presented windowing scheme was optimized by the radiation oncologist for viewing of the anatomical landmark and not for surrounding anatomy.](rli-52-563-g004){#F3}

Normalized mutual information^[@bib44]^ was calculated between each corresponding respiratory phase of the 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w volumes. The result was compared with the NMI measured between each respiratory phase of the 4D-T1w volume and the 3D-T2w volume.

If 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI are commensurate in respiratory phase and geometrical position, then the NMI for all respiratory phases should be similar to the NMI assessed between the tie-phase of the 4D-T1w volume and the 3D-T2w volume.

RESULTS
=======

Four-dimensional T2w MRI was calculated for 10 patients with primary lung malignancies. Four-dimensional T1w MRI reconstruction, using a nonoptimized prototype implementation, took between 9 and 12 hours for 20 respiratory phases and the chain method took between 25 and 30 minutes. The mean period of the respiratory cycle averaged over patients was 4.1 ± 0.95 seconds. Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows an example reconstructed 4D-T1w volume and a calculated 4D-T2w volume at respiratory phases corresponding to exhalation, midcycle, and inhalation. The movie in Supplemental Digital Content 1, <http://links.lww.com/RLI/A316>, displays a similar example, but with all respiratory phases. For all patients, 4D-T2w MRI exhibited qualitatively similar respiratory motion to corresponding 4D-T1w MRI.

![Example T1w and T2w coronal, sagittal, and axial views at exhalation, midcycle, and inhalation respiratory phases for patient 7. This patient was diagnosed with T1aN2 primary lung squamous cell carcinoma and had a small benign reactive pleural effusion. The dashed white lines aid visualization of the diaphragm surface position. The respiratory pattern of T1w MRI is preserved in T2w MRI. The tumor site, lymphadenopathy, and reactive pleural effusion are shown more clearly in T2w MRI than T1w MRI.](rli-52-563-g005){#F4}

Verification of 4D-T2w MRI
--------------------------

Mean diaphragm surface positions were calculated using the edge-detection method for all patients on both T1w and T2w images. Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A displays an example of the diaphragm surface displacement for patient 5. Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B shows the range of diaphragmatic displacement of 4D-T1w MRI, as calculated by the edge-detection method. Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C shows the spread of the displacement between diaphragm positions on both T1w and T2w images across all respiratory phases. Median diaphragm positions were consistent with less than 1 slice thickness (3.3 mm) for all patients, except patient 7, which exhibited median displacements within 6.6 mm. For all patients, T1w and T2w MRI were less consistent at inhalation than at exhalation. The Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated between the median diaphragm differences of 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI, and the range of diaphragmatic displacements in 4D-T1w MRI. No significant correlation (*r* = −0.19, *P* = 0.60) was observed.

![A, Example diaphragm surface positions, calculated using the edge-detection method, of the 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w volumes for patient 5. Error bars correspond to the standard deviation across SI lines and represent the width of the diaphragm surface. B, The ranges of diaphragmatic displacements in 4D-T1w MRI calculated using the edge-detection method. Errors bars show the uncertainty in the range. C, Box plot of the spread of the difference in diaphragm surface positions, between the 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w volumes, as calculated by the edge-detection method, for the 10 patients.](rli-52-563-g006){#F5}

There was a reduction in the mean and standard deviation, averaged over all patients, of the interquartile range of the differences in diaphragm positions over all respiratory phases, between 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI (1.11 ± 0.81 mm) compared to 4D-T1w and 3D-T2w MRI (9.83 ± 3.95 mm).

A radiation oncologist manually delineated 5 anatomical landmarks on both 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI, and the Euclidean distances between them were calculated. Results are shown in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}.

![Box plot of spread of Euclidean distances, for all even respiratory phases, between pairs of anatomical landmarks that were delineated in both 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI. All Euclidean distances agreed to less than 7.6 mm (Euclidean distance of 2 voxels) and 355 of 470 pairs of anatomical landmarks were consistent with less than 3.8 mm (Euclidean distance of 1 voxel).](rli-52-563-g007){#F6}

Euclidean distances between all corresponding anatomical landmarks were within or better than 7.6 mm (Euclidean distance of 2 voxels) and less than 3.8 mm (Euclidean distance of 1 voxel) for 355 of 470 delineated pairs of anatomical control points. Three anatomical landmarks were excluded from delineation: for patient 2, the posterior spinal canal at the superior aspect of T4 was removed because of poor visibility on T2w MRI; for patient 6, the bifurcation of the left main bronchus and left upper lobe bronchus was omitted due to partial collapse of the left upper lobe; for patient 4, the right costophrenic angle was outside the acquired field of view.

There was a reduction in the mean and standard deviation, averaged over patients, of the interquartile range, calculated over respiratory phases, of the Euclidean distances for the mobile ROIs (ROIs, 2--5) between 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI (0.80 ± 0.35 mm, 0.85 ± 0.39 mm, 0.78 ± 0.28 mm, 1.62 ± 0.70 mm) and between 4D-T1w and 3D-T2w MRI (1.23 ± 0.48 mm, 2.02 ± 0.98 mm, 1.19 ± 0.94 mm, 5.16 ± 2.08 mm).

The NMI was calculated between corresponding respiratory phases of 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI, and was compared with the NMI of 4D-T1w and 3D-T2w MRI. Comparisons were made in relation to the NMI calculated between the tie-phase of 4D-T1w and 3D-T2w MRI. Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows an example comparison for patient 10. Percentage differences in NMI (mean and standard deviation, calculated over all respiratory phases and patients) of 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI were 0.41% ± 0.37% and between 4D-T1w and 3D-T2w MRI were −1.82% ± 1.76%.

![Shows an example comparison for patient 10, where results are relative to the normalized mutual information (NMI) calculated between the tie-phase of 4D-T1w and 3D-T2w MRI. In this case, the tie-phase is respiratory phase 1. NMI between 4D-T1w and 3D-T2w MRI (black solid line) indirectly corresponds to a respiratory signal. This pattern is not observed when examining NMI between 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI (blue dashed curve).](rli-52-563-g008){#F7}

Image Artifacts
---------------

The dominant image artifact observed after application of the MVFP method was associated with inaccuracies in deformable image registration, which led to a reduction in the quality of 4D-T2w MRI for all patients and was found to increase in magnitude with deformation size. An example is shown in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}.

![An example of the deformation artifact for patient 7. In the T2w snapshots, a deformation of the right hemidiaphragm boundary is seen at midcycle and a comparatively large deformation at inhalation (dashed circle). The deformation is worse at inhalation than at midcycle and is not displayed in the corresponding T1w snapshots.](rli-52-563-g009){#F8}

Artifacts that were already present in 3D-T2w MRI were propagated into 4D-T2w MRI. For all patients, minor ghosting was displayed and for 2 patients intensity inhomogeneity was apparent.

Clinical Evaluation
-------------------

The radiation oncologist reported improved tumor definition in 4D-T2w MRI when compared with 4D-T1w MRI. Furthermore, important clinical information is displayed. In the case presented in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, T2w MRI better highlights extent and position of reactive pleural effusion and the lymphadenopathy than T1w MRI.

In some situations, 4D-T2w MRI was particularly advantageous when compared with 4D-T1w MRI, for instance when mobile tumor beds were attached to or adjacent to OARs, as demonstrated in Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} and in the movie provided as Supplemental Digital Content 2, <http://links.lww.com/RLI/A317>. In the T1w images, the tumor-tissue contrast is low and it is challenging to delineate the tumor. However, the tumor extent and structure is clearly visible in T2w MRI. Furthermore, the anterior part of the tumor site is sliding nonrigidly against the chest-wall and the extent of attachment and sliding motion is more easily visualized in T2w MRI than T1w MRI.

![Snapshots of 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI at the exhalation and inhalation respiratory phases for patient 3, who was diagnosed with T4N2 adenocarcinoma. The tumor is radically treatable, but is embedded around the heart and oesophagus. Unlike T1w MRI, T2w MRI displays a high tumor-tissue contrast enabling tumor position and structure to be clearly delineated. Sliding motion of the tumor site against the chest wall is displayed in the sagittal plane and is more clearly presented in T2w than T1w MRI. Red arrows point to the tumor site and dashed white lines aid assessment of both superior-inferior diaphragm and sliding motion.](rli-52-563-g010){#F9}

DISCUSSION
==========

Pulse Sequences
---------------

A sequence with a radial trajectory and golden angle spacing was selected to acquire the T1w data because of advantages in image quality, such as incoherent aliasing and insensitivity to motion^[@bib37]^ and because a self-gating signal could be obtained through frequent measurements of the k-space center.^[@bib48]^ Alternative non-Cartesian trajectories could be used,^[@bib26]^ but a stack-of-stars approach is more efficient during reconstruction, as a Fourier transform can be applied along the slice direction.^[@bib37]^

We used an incremental improvement during the study in reducing the readout bandwidth of the 4D-T1w MRI acquisition. However, there was no significant difference in median diaphragm displacements on T1w and T2w MRI between patients 1 to 6 and patients 7 to 10 (unpaired 2-tailed *t* test, significance level α = 0.05, *P* = 0.34). Therefore, a group analysis was justified.

The chosen T2w sequence uses a variable flip angle distribution to extend the echo train and speed up acquisition, enabling volumetric T2w MRI to be acquired in a clinically acceptable period (5--9 minutes). The application of a 3D acquisition is preferable to 2D slice-selective excitation sequences, commonly used in alternative 4D MRI methods,^[@bib12],[@bib13],[@bib16],[@bib18],[@bib20],[@bib25]^ because the resulting MRI provides improved SNR. This property enables thinner slices and consequently a reduction in stair-case artifacts due to highly nonisotropic voxel sizes. Yet, in Du et al,^[@bib13]^ 4D-T2w MRI was calculated with a similar slice thickness of 3 mm, but a comparatively smaller field of view along the slice-direction was acquired. Furthermore, using 3D sequences might improve image quality, for delineation purposes, by reducing the influence of a complex magnetization history (impact of in-flow, slice-selection pulses, excitation frequency). Primarily, 3D sequences offer improved geometrical fidelity when using 3D distortion correction, which on commercially available systems is often not available for 2D sequences, but nonetheless is essential for RTP.

Image Reconstruction
--------------------

The 4D joint MoCo-HDTV reconstruction was chosen because it not only enables high undersampling factors by using 100% of the raw data for reconstruction of each respiratory phase but also results in good image quality with comparatively low streaking artifacts and high sharpness.^[@bib15]^ There are alternative reconstructions that utilize similar methods but are not yet readily available for the whole thorax.^[@bib49]^

Artifacts Apparent Using the MVF Projection Method
--------------------------------------------------

The MVFP method has limitations. The deformation artifact causes the diaphragm surface to be discontinuous and predominantly occurs at inhalation. A similar artifact has been reported when using NiftyReg with lung 4D CT data.^[@bib50]^ In our case, the artifact is present in the estimated 4D-T1w volume (*T*1′) but not in the reconstructed 4D-T1w volume (*T*1) and, therefore, is due to errors accumulated during application of the chain method. The extent of the artifact can be loosely quantified as the interquartile range of the difference in diaphragm positions between 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI; the mean (calculated over all patients) of which is 1.11 mm (less than 0.5 voxel), demonstrating that the artifact has only a minor impact on diaphragm continuity of 4D-T2w MRI.

Verification
------------

Four-dimensional T2w MRI was verified with respect to 4D-T1w MRI. Another option might have been to compare the inhalation respiratory phase of 4D-T2w MRI to T2w MRI acquired in breath-hold. However, this approach was not pursued because inhalation in breath-hold can be deeper than in free-breathing.^[@bib30],[@bib51]^

Diaphragm Positions
-------------------

The median diaphragm positions were consistent with less than 6.6 mm (2 voxels) for all 10 patients and less than 3.3 mm (1 voxel) for 9 of 10 patients. Furthermore, the mean of the interquartile range of observed differences between 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI was ≈ 8.7 mm smaller than between 4D-T1w and 3D-T2w MRI, demonstrating that calculated 4D-T2w MRI not only contained similar motion information to 4D-T1w MRI but was also spatially coherent.

The observed differences are partly due to a mismatch in respiratory phase between 4D-T1w and 3D-T2w MRI; as for all patients, comparison of the diaphragm positions (using the edge-detection method) in 4D-T1w and 3D-T2w MRI indicated that no exact match could be found. This might be solved by nonrigidly warping the 3D-T2w volume to the closest matching phase of the 4D-T1w volume. One hypothesis was that the differences depended on the magnitude of the diaphragm displacement during the respiratory cycle, but no significant correlation was found.

The larger differences observed for patient 7 might result from a collapse of the middle lobe of the right lung, as can be seen in the movie of Supplemental Digital Content 1, <http://links.lww.com/RLI/A316>.

Anatomical Control Points
-------------------------

Four-dimensional T2w MRI was anatomically similar to 4D-T1w MRI because all Euclidean distances, calculated between corresponding control points, were consistent with less than 7.6 mm (Euclidean distance of 2 voxels) and Euclidean distances of 355 of 470 pairs of control points agreed to less than 3.8 mm (Euclidean distance of one voxel). Applying the MVFP method led to improved similarity of T1w and T2w MRI as the mean interquartile range of Euclidean distances between mobile ROIs of 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI were smaller than those between 4D-T1w and 3D-T2w MRI by ≈ 1.39 mm.

Verification by manual delineation is limited, because it is a subjective process such that part of the presented differences, between pairs of anatomical control points, could be attributed to user dependence. Multiple observers might increase the accuracy of determined anatomical landmark positions.

A single observer approach was undertaken to reflect likely clinical practice, which could involve manual delineation on several respiratory phases.

Volumetric Image Similarity
---------------------------

A high volumetric image similarity was observed between 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI, as NMI, relative to the tie-phase of 4D-T1w and 3D-T2w MRI, was coherent within 0.41% ± 0.37%. No dependence on respiration of the NMI calculated between corresponding respiratory phases of 4D-T1w and 4D-T2w MRI is apparent in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. Four-dimensional T2w MRI is thus commensurate to 4D-T1w MRI in spatiotemporal location.

A drawback of this approach is that the NMI metric is not only sensitive to relevant spatiotemporal information but also to image artifacts and noise. This metric was chosen because it can handle analysis between different image contrasts.^[@bib44]^

Application
-----------

As a proof-of-principle, high-quality geometrically accurate 4D-T2w images were calculated and could assist clinicians in obtaining RTPs for anatomical regions affected by respiratory motion by improving tumor definition compared with 4D-T1w or 4D CT images. For instance, calculated MVFs might be applied to the 3D-T2w volume to generate midvent T2w MRI, which could be used alongside midvent CT,^[@bib2]^ to aid delineation of malignant tissue. The current workflow for radiotherapy planning and delineation includes a free breathing ^18^F-fluorodexoyglucose position emission tomography scan. Four-dimensional position emission tomography imaging has been proposed, but further clinical validation is required,^[@bib52]^ and unlike the presented 4D-T2w MRI, it has limited spatial resolution (5--7 mm).^[@bib53],[@bib54]^

The improved tumor-tissue contrast exhibited by 4D-T2w MRI could be particularly beneficial when moving tumor sites are adjacent to OARs, because it can often be challenging to delineate such sites on 4D-T1w MRI or 4D CT.^[@bib36],[@bib55]^ In addition, 4D-T2w MRI could improve the reliability and specificity of assessment of chest wall invasion when compared with 4D-T1w MRI and 4D CT.^[@bib56]^

Four-dimensional T2w MRI could be used as part of an MR-only workflow for hybrid MR-IGRT systems.^[@bib4]--[@bib8]^ For instance, high-quality 4D-T2w MRI could act as a reference volume for both retrospective evaluation of the delivered treatment and the generation of real-time 4D-T2w MRI for beam-on guidance and planning, in methods as proposed by Stemkens et al.^[@bib34]^

The MVFP method is not limited to 4D-T2w MRI and could be applied to simulate 4D MRI displaying any required contrast. For specific contrasts, such as diffusion-weighted MRI or ultrashort echo time imaging, it is not possible to use a stack-of-stars k-space sampling,^[@bib57]^ making it more difficult to apply state-of-the-art 4D reconstruction methods. In this case, the MVFP method could act as a solution to generate high-quality 4D MRI.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

Four-dimensional T2w MRI was calculated retrospectively by applying the motion information from a 4D-T1w volume to a static 3D-T2w volume. Good quality geometrically accurate 4D-T2w volumes were obtained, providing high temporal resolution. Four-dimensional T2w MRI may assist clinicians in delineating lesions within volumes affected by respiratory motion that are challenging to outline on a 4D-T1w volume, making it a promising candidate for applications in radiotherapy, particularly with hybrid MR-IGRT systems in mind.
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